Welcome to Sioux Falls Roller Derby!
We hope you are as excited to attend practices, nail your
basic skills, and join your first game as we were.

How to choose your starter pack
Roller Derby is a FULL contact sport and requires
protective gear to safely train and compete. And of
course you need roller skates! But how do you start
the process of choosing your gear? Everybody has
(different) opinions and preferences, so let’s get you
some useful information so you can make an educated
decision for yourself.

What you’ll need to purchase:
●

Roller Skates

●

Knee Pads

●

Wrist Guards

●

Elbow Pads

●

Mouth Guard

●

Helmet

*all items can be found on derbywarehouse.com

Roller Skates
Let’s be real: the choice of Roller Skates is overwhelming. You will find skates from $100 up to $900. So let’s stick to the
basic beginner skates for roller derby, and slightly touch on intermediate skates.

The Classic - Riedell R3
The Riedell R3 Skate is a perfect combination of performance and value for beginners and has itself become one of the
most popular skates for those starting out. The R3 boot is made from tough, durable vinyl that holds its shape well and
can take the beatings beginners will throw its way.

Jackson VIP
Jackson VIP Skates are a great package for beginners to roller derby or that person looking to upgrade their first pair of
skates without breaking the bank. The Vantage boot offers more performance than lower end vinyl boots with its
microfiber construction and comfortable fabric lining.

Bont Quadstar Athena
Bont Quadstar starts with the rigid fiberglass support of the Quadstar Boot, wrapped in genuine Australian leather uppers,
to provide comfort and performance that is fully heat moldable for a supremely customized fit.

*all skates on derby warehouse include trucks, wheels, bearings, and toe stops

Other great skate options are:
Jackson Vibe, RD Revolution, Rookie Raw, Bont Prostar, Sure Grip Rebel,
Sure Grip Rebel Avanti, or Chaya Sapphire.

Attention! Roller Derby Skates can have weird sizes. Sizing runs
differently between brands and even between the different models from the
same brand. Most sizes are US Men’s. We always advise you to try on
skates.
*refer to Finding the Right Size and Fit (Video) on the website’s page.

Tip! Trucks are the parts on your plates where your wheels and axles
attach to. Most trucks are delivered really tight, which will impede
crossovers and other skills. The tightness of your trucks will influence the
mechanics of basic skills! Let a seasoned team mate take a look at your
pre-assembled skates and adjust the trucks if necessary.

Protective Gear
You HAVE to wear protective gear to skate roller derby, and believe us, you will want to! Stay protected with knee
pads, elbow pads, wrist guards, helmet and mouthguard that fit and work properly.
There are great pre-packaged sets available that you can find on the website.

Knee Pads
Good knee pads are of utmost importance.. Mid range to
high end knee pads have a ‘butterfly closure’ which
means you can wrap them around your knees with
straps.While there are different types of foam used for
knee pads, generally the knee pads that require a bigger
investment have thicker or more protective padding.
One of the most sought after protective brands on the
market, 187 has knee pads for every player at any level
or budget. Top of the line Pro Derby Knees are hinged
for better mobility and Pro Knees are just below them
with a slightly smaller profile. Slims are a low-profile
mid-level offering and Fly Knees are one of the better
pads on the market available on entry-level budgets.

Elbow Pads
Elbow pads are sneaky! If they don’t fit well,
they’ll slip off your elbow to your lower arm (or
you’ll even lose them completely). When it might
seem you don’t really need them, take a look
around in practice and check out the caps of your
fellow skater’s elbow pads. Every scratch is proof
of a moment their elbow pads kept them safe.
Elbow pads come in different thicknesses and
lengths. There is an option for everyone. We
really like the 187 Killer Pads elbow pads, for
eample.

Wrist Guards
Most skaters instinctively try to break their falls
with their hands ﬁrst, so a good pair of wrist
guards that provide support and protection are
essential to skating safely These come in different
shapes. You’ll find wrist protection with a splint on
the palm of your hand, or with a split on the palm
ànd top of your hand. Some splints even reach
further up the arm. This will influence your
maneuverability and your sense of safety.

PROTECTIVE GEAR MAINTENANCE
Take good care of your protective gear – clean it and get it stitched up or taped up if it gets ripped.
Some tips on keeping things fresh:
●
Between washings, air your gear and skates out thoroughly.
●
Don’t leave your gear bag in your trunk between practices!
●
Clean your mouthguard with a toothbrush and toothpaste, spray it with mouth guard disinfectant or use a mouth guard cleaning
case.
●
Stick dryer sheets in your gear bag.
●
Keep a box of baking soda in your trunk.
●
Spritz your gear with commercial anti-bacterial spray, or diluted vodka (½ cheap vodka, ½ water), anytime you have 24 hours
between skate sessions.
Do your washing once a month at least, or anytime it gets dank. Here are two options:
The Gentle Way
●
Hand-wash your gear in the bathtub with mild detergent, warm water and some baking soda.
●
Rinse and repeat.
●
Lay your gear outside (not in direct sunlight) to dry for 24 hours.
The Fast and Easy Way (but it breaks your gear down faster)
●
Put your gear in a pillowcase, tie it up, and throw it in the washing machine with a mild detergent and cold or warm (not hot)
water.
●
Lay it flat outside to dry. Do NOT put your gear in the dryer as the heat can deform and weaken the fibres and the plastic caps.

HOW DO I CHOOSE MY DERBY NAME?
This is your superhero name! What do you want your fans to be
chanting from the stands?!? How are you going to inspire fear in
your opponents or confidence from your team-mates? A
derivative of your own name might be a good place to start for
some ideas. The next page are some ideas for brainstorming:

Creating a "persona". Pick a quality about you that you'd like to emphasize:
●
Physical: hair colour, height, flexible, cute, strong, etc.
●
Emotional: angry, loving, scary, modest, moody, earthy.
●
Other: i.e. nationality, hobbies, music, etc.
Pick a quality that you want to have:
●
Speed, agility, sexiness, bravery, poise, strong hits, etc.
Association
Think of words that are associated with the qualities mentioned above, or completely different words that you like and
which sound good like amazonian, terror, brunette, etc. or random cool objects and adjectives like turquoise, whisky,
alpine, sparkles, panther, mango, lipstick, Tokyo, etc.
Mix it up
Combine all your cool words in as many interesting ways as you can, and try them all on. Any good puns or plays on
words? Anything that sounds like a famous name?
Final Considerations
Lastly, consider the following:
What will you be called for short? How will your derby name interact with your derby # and position? Your audience
(i.e. are you cool with your five year old brother cheering for "Chesty McPanty-less"?)
Be yourself, play under your real name! You don’t need to pick a name at all if you would rather play under your
real name. As the sport of roller derby grows and progresses many athletes are choosing to forego the derby name
and proudly wear their own names on their jerseys.

